
 

INSPIRE ~ DISCOVER ~ SUCCEED 

  

Reception  Classes ~  

Summer Term Curriculum 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

To explore the friendships they have and what makes a 

good friend.  

To have a go at simple strategies they can use to mend 

friendships.  

To understand that change can bring about positive 

and negative feelings, and that sharing these can help.  

Mathematics 

Number bonds to 10 

Explore numbers 10-20  

Compare quantities using greater than, less than, same 

as  

Sequencing using first, then and now 

Doubling  

Sharing, halving and grouping quantities  

Odd and even numbers  

To create pictures using shapes  

Literacy 

Books: One World  

The Coral Kingdom 

Poetry: Where Do All The Teachers Go 

 

Re-read their books to build on their confidence and 

fluency.  

Re-read their writing to check it makes sense  

 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 

To continue to develop experimenting with colour, de-
sign, texture, form and function. 
 
To develop our skills using pencils to shade  and tone.  

Knowledge and Understanding of the World 

 

To know some similarities and differences between the 

natural world around them and contrasting environ-

ments, drawing on their experiences and what has been 

read in class. 

Communication and Language 

 
To engage in a debate  
 
Participate in small group, class and one-to-one dis-
cussions, offering their own ideas, using recently 
introduced vocabulary. 
 
To perform a poem to an audience  in our end of 
year assembly.  

Physical Development 

 

Continuing to  use the woodwork bench safely and 

how to use a hand held drill.   

Ball Skills and team games  in PE  

To work together as a team using a ball  

Opportunities for Enrichment 

Coronation ‘Street’ Party 

Photo gallery with the children’s ‘Planet Promise’  

RNLI visit  - how a lifeguard keeps us safe  

Recycling Devon Visit  - Plastic Pirates Workshop 

End of Year celebration with a picnic made from crops 

produced by the children  


